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Effects of geometric and refractive index disorder on wave propagation in two-dimensional
photonic crystals
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The effects of disorder in the geometry and refractive index on the transmittance of two-dimensional
photonic crystals composed of dielectric circular cylinders are considered, including randomness of radii,
positions of the cylinder centers, and thickness of each layer of the photonic crystal. The effects of combina-
tions of different types of strong disorder are also considered. The localization and homogenization properties
of disordered photonic crystals are investigated. Analytical expressions for the two-dimensional localization
length in the form of integrals are presented for both polarizations. It is shown numerically that the slope of the
exponential divergence of the localization length in two dimensions is proportional to the inverse of the square
of randomness for strong disorder and proportional to the inverse of the randomness for weak disorder. The
effective dielectric constants for both polarizations in the case of strong disorder are also found. The transition
from localization to homogenization is discussed and the terms responsible for this transition are identified and
investigated.

PACS number~s!: 41.20.Jb, 42.70.Qs, 71.15.2m
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I. INTRODUCTION

First introduced by Yablonovitch@1# and John@2# in
1987, photonic crystals are now a substantial area of rese
@3–5#. Photonic crystals are materials that prohibit the pro
gation of light in certain directions for some frequencie
Applications of photonic crystals include fabrication of m
croscopic lasers@6#, photonic crystal-based resonant ante
nas@7#, optical fibers with photonic crystal cores@8#, and the
marriage of a photonic crystal with a liquid crystal to co
struct an optical switch that operates by controlling the
fractive index of the inclusions@9#. One of the aspects o
designing new photonic devices such as those mentio
above is the question of their tolerance@10# to imperfections.
This problem is closely related to the question of the effe
of disorder on the transmittance properties of photonic cr
tals. In spite of the importance of this problem, there are o
a few papers that consider it. Sigalaset al. @11# investigated
the effects of disorder on two-dimensional photonic cryst
composed of circular cylinders. However, due to compu
time constraints, the resolution of their results was low. R
cently, Asatryanet al. @12# investigated the effects of disor
der on the transmittance of two-dimensional photonic cr
tals composed of circular cylinders, using a highly efficie
and accurate method@13–15#, and considered the effects o
disorder due to randomness of the refractive indices of
cylinders. It was found that the transmittance properties
disordered photonic crystals are reminiscent of the opt
absorption spectra of amorphous semiconductors. Th
studies are also important from the point of view of Ande
son localization@16# of photons, as it was suggested by Jo
@17# that the construction of a photonic crystal analogous
an amorphous semiconductor would be a way to achi
localization of light.

Refractive index disorder is not unique and other para
eters such as the radii or positions of the cylinders can
be disordered. The aim of this paper is to determine
PRE 621063-651X/2000/62~4!/5711~10!/$15.00
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effects of the different types of disorder on the transmittan
properties of two-dimensional photonic crystals made fr
layers of circular cylinders and investigate numerically a
theoretically the Anderson localization of electromagne
waves in such structures. This work can be viewed as a g
eralization of our earlier paper@12#. In Sec. II we outline the
general physical situation and give the background of
problem. In Sec. III A we briefly review the effects of refra
tive index disorder on the transmittance as reported ea
@12#, to be able to compare it to the other types of disord
considered later in Sec. III. In Sec. III B we consider radi
disorder of cylinders, while positional disorder, in which th
centers of the cylinders of each layer of the photonic crys
are randomly distributed, is considered in Sec. III C. In th
section we consider also ‘‘sliding’’ disorder, in which th
layers of the photonic crystal are slid randomly relative
each other in the transverse direction~i.e., parallel to the
layers themselves!. Section III D deals with thickness disor
der, in which the thicknesses of the layers are random
Sec. III E, the effects of a combination of disorders are c
sidered, and the key parameters that have the most effec
the transmittance are determined. The localization of elec
magnetic waves and the transition from localization to h
mogenization for both polarizations are studied in Sec.
An analytical expression of the localization length’s depe
dence on the wavelength in the form of a quadrature is a
given for each polarization.

II. BACKGROUND

We consider a photonic crystal@12–15#, comprising a fi-
nite stack ofNL gratings, each of which comprises a set
parallel, periodically repeating cylinders~Fig. 1!. The thick-
nesshL of each grating can be arbitrary, but the periodD is
the same for all layers. Each period of grating has a set ofNc
nonoverlapping circular cylinders. The refractive indicesnl ,
radii al , and positionscl of the centers of the cylinders ca
5711 ©2000 The American Physical Society
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5712 PRE 62A. A. ASATRYAN et al.
be arbitrary within the unit cell of the grating. In this pape
however, for reasons of computational simplicity and spe
we confine ourselves to the case in which the centerscl of
the cylinders are located on the mid-plane of each layer
as to have up or down symmetry within the grating~for more
details see@13–15#!.

A plane wave of wavelengthl is incident in free space a
an angleu i on this structure~see Fig. 1!. Here we confine
ourselves to the case of in-plane incidence in which the w
vectork lies in thexy plane~Fig. 1!. In this case, the polar
izations of the field decouple and the problem can be sp
fied by a single componentV: V5Ez when the electric vec-
tor is along the cylinder axes andV5Hz when the magnetic
vector is along these axes of the cylinders.

The method developed in@13–15# provides a highly effi-
cient way to calculate the transmittanceT and the reflectance
R of the structure described above, whether in single
flected and transmitted orders at longer wavelengths, o
multiple orders at shorter wavelengths. The solution is fou
in two steps. First we calculate the reflectionR and transmis-
sion T matrices for each grating, then the transmittance
the entire stack is found using an inductive treatment@13–
15#. The method allows us to consider cases in which
cylinders are close to touching, though interpenetration
layers is not allowed.

III. EFFECTS OF DISORDER ON THE TRANSMITTANCE

In this section we consider the effects of different types
disorder on the transmittance properties of a photonic cry
for normal plane wave incidence,u i50. Before disordering
all parameters at once in Sec. III E, we first consider
effects of the different types separately. The effects of
disorder are investigated via the changes they produce in

FIG. 1. The geometry of the problem. A plane wave of wa
vectork is incident at an angleu i on a stack of gratings compose
of Nc circular cylinders per unit cell~indicated by the heavy dashe!
of radii ai and centersci . The period of the grating isD and the
separation of the layers isd, which is also the mean cylinder sep
ration. Reflected and transmitted waves are labeled R and T, res
tively.
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average of the logarithm of the transmittance^ ln T& com-
pared to lnT for an ordered photonic crystal. We choose t
quantity ^ ln T& as an indicator of the effects of disorder b
cause it determines the localization length~see Sec. IV A!, it
is a self averaging quantity@18#, and it is sensitive to the
disorder over a large range of wavelengths.

The random parameterj is set as

j5 j̄1dj, ~1!

wherej̄ is the regular part ofj, anddj is a random variable
uniformly distributed in the range@2Qj ,Qj#. Here j can
represent the refractive indexnl , radiusal , positioncl of the
center of the cylinders, the layer thicknesshL , or the trans-
verse sliding distancesL . By changing the value ofQj we
can investigate the effects of different degrees of disorde
^ ln T& as a function of wavelengthl. By strong disorder we
mean disorder in which the variation of the random para
eter is comparable to its mean.

In the numerical calculations throughout this paper,
choose the period of the grating to beD510d, with Nc
510 cylinders per unit cell, whered is the mean separatio
between cylinders. In the absence of disorder (Qj50), the
cylinders are equally spaced bydx5D/105d and form a
square latticehL5dx5d. The average refractive index of th
cylinders isn̄53.0, while the average radius of the cylinde
preserves the filling fractionf̄ 5pā2/d250.2827, so that
whenQa50, ā50.3d. There areNL520 layers in the stack
and the averaging of̂ln T& was carried out over enough re
alizations of the stack to make the standard error in the m
of the logarithm of the transmittance less then 5% with
maximum of 100 realizations in all cases. The parameter
the calculations were chosen to have the fractional rela
accuracy of the transmittanceT of each individual realization
of the stack better than 1024.

A. Refractive index disorder

Photonic crystals have band structures analogous to th
of semiconductors, with bands of propagating states, se
rated by band gaps. In the photonic case, the bands and
correspond to high and low transmittance, respectively.
band gaps, the density of states, which is the numbe
propagating modes per unit frequency, vanishes in the li
of an infinite medium. In@12# we reported the effects on th
transmittance for refractive index disorder only. The para
eters in this previous work were the same as they are h
except thatNc55. We considered the effects of differen
strengths of refractive index disorderQn on the band struc-
ture and observed that disorder introduces states into g
This is similar to impurity states in doped semiconductors
the gap between the valence and conduction bands. FoEz
polarization we found that even a small degree of disor
narrows the first gap significantly from the long waveleng
side.

To determine the dependence onNc we did calculations
for Nc55, Nc510, andNc520 atQn50.2. We found that
the gap narrows slightly from the long wavelength side b
rapidly approaches a limiting form. It was also seen th
^ ln T& develops tail-like behavior at the long waveleng

ec-
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PRE 62 5713EFFECTS OF GEOMETRIC AND REFRACTIVE INDEX . . .
edges of the gaps@12#. From our calculations we conclud
thatNc55 cylinders per unit cell is sufficient to describe th
effects of disorder, at least semiquantitatively; nonethel
throughout this paperNc510.

B. Radius disorder

In this section we consider the effects of radius disor
on transmittancêln T& as a function of wavelength. In Fig.
we plot ^ ln T& as a function of wavelength for disorder, wit
Qa50, 0.01d, and 0.08d for Ez polarization. The solid line
corresponds toQa50, when we have no randomness. T
band structure has two gaps for wavelengths greater
1.5d. The first gap~counting from the right! is at wave-
lengthsl'3d25d and the second is atl'1.9d22.1d. As
is seen in Fig. 2, randomness withQa50.01d ~dashed line!
affects^ ln T& compared with the regular structure~solid line!
noticeably more in the first gap than the second. The diso
induces resonances at wavelengths between 3.8d,l,4.5d
in the first gap, while the second gap is almost unaffecte

As we increase the disorder toQa50.08d ~dotted line!,
the second gap is substantially affected. The quantity^ ln T&
is increased in the gaps compared toQa50.01d, while in the
regions between the gaps at wavelengths 2.1d,l,2.95d,
1.5d,l,1.85d, and 4.7d,l,5.5d, ^ ln T& is decreased
For disordersQa.0.04d, ^ ln T& develops tail-like behavior
reminiscent of Urbach tails@19#. This behavior of̂ ln T& is
similar to refractive index disorder@12#, though the reso-
nances induced in the first gap for refractive index disor
are less pronounced.

We also studied the same dependencies as in Fig. 2
for Nc55 cylinders per unit cell. We then observe that t
resonances induced in the first gap are more pronounced
we decrease the number of layersNL in the stack toNL
510 for Nc55 or Nc510, we observe that the number
the resonances decreases. Thus we conclude that this
nance behavior is a whole-stack effect, which involves
flections off front and back interfaces. As the number
layersNL→`, the gaps deepen and the resonances are
prominent.

Figure 3 is similar to Fig. 2, but forHz polarization. The
solid curve corresponds to an ordered photonic crystal w
Qa50. The structure develops two gaps for waveleng
greater than 1.35d. The first gap, which is very weak fo

FIG. 2. Plot of^ ln T& versus wavelength forEz polarization for
Q50 ~solid!, Qa50.01d ~dashed!, andQa50.08d ~dotted!. Other
parameters are given in the text.
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NL520, is atl'2.7d23d, while the second gap is atl
'1.4d22.2d. The second gap has two parts separated b
narrow band atl'1.62d. The disorderQa50.01d has a
strong effect on the second gap, and very little effect on
first weak gap. This behavior of^ ln T& is similar to refractive
index disorder@12#. Disorder withQa50.08d ~dotted line!
has a very strong effect on the band structure: the band g
fill in and their locations become indistinct.

C. Positional disorder

Here we consider the effects of positional disorder,
stricting attention to gratings in which the centers of t
cylinders all have a common valuey5yL . The position of
the center of a given cylindercl is randomly distributed ac-
cording to Eq.~1! along the liney5yL , subject to the cyl-
inders not overlapping one another. In Fig. 4 we pres
^ ln T& as a function of wavelength for different amounts
disorderQc . The solid line corresponds toQc50, while the
dashed line corresponds toQc50.05d. As we see, disorde
with Qc50.05d has little effect on the second gap, but i
duces ‘‘resonances’’ in the long wavelength part of the fi
gap. This is similar to radius disorder withQa50.01d ~Fig.
2!. As we increase the disorder toQc50.15d ~dotted line in
Fig. 4! the resonances increase their amplitude, but in c
trast to the radius disorder case, the gaps become slig
deeper. In studies in course, we have seen that these
nances in the gap can be viewed as being associated wit

FIG. 3. Same as in Fig. 2, but forHz polarization.

FIG. 4. Plot of^ ln T& versus wavelength forEz polarization for
Qc50 ~solid!, Qc50.05d ~dashed!, Qc50.15d ~dotted!. There are
Nc510 cylinders per unit cell andNL520 layers in the stack. Othe
parameters are given in the text.
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5714 PRE 62A. A. ASATRYAN et al.
photonic bands in square arrays of period 2d, 3d, etc. The
quantity ^ ln T& decreases in the regions of the pass band
well. The randomnessQ50.15d has little effect on the sec
ond gap, in contrast to radius disorder~see Sec. III B!.

Figure 5 is similar to Fig. 4, but forHz polarization. The
overall behavior is now similar to the corresponding rad
disorder case, though the randomness has little effect on
first weak gap atl'2.7d23d. The sharp transmission pea
at l51.62d has vanished due to the disorder. Thus theHz
polarization case is much more sensitive to positional dis
der thanEz polarization. Even small disordering of the ce
ters of the cylinders (Qc50.05d) greatly reduces the dept
of the second gap. A possible explanation is that forHz
polarization the fields tend to concentrate in the backgro
medium@4#, and it is thus sensitive to the randomization
positions. Note that there is not a full gap for this polariz
tion and therefore it is ‘‘easier’’ for the incident wave t
couple to the modes of a disordered photonic crystal. It
been known since the work of Wood@20# that the properties
of diffraction gratings are much more sensitive to profi
variations forHz polarization than forEz polarization.

We also consider the effects of sliding disorder on^ ln T&,
with each layer being displaced randomly by an amountsL in
the transverse direction. The reason for considering this t
of disorder is that the scattering matrices are all ident
apart from the phase factor exp(iksL), considerably reducing
the computation time. As we introduce sliding disorder,
gaps slowly deepen and a narrow gaplike feature develop
l'1.7d for Ez polarization. ForHz polarization we found
that the sliding disorder smears out the oscillations of^ ln T&
at l'1.9d22.1d near the bottom of the second gap~as in
Fig. 3! and slightly deepens the gap. The narrow high tra
mittance band atl51.62d is slightly smeared out as wel
while disorder has little effect on the first ‘‘weak’’ gap. W
thus conclude that sliding disorder has stronger effects onHz
polarization than onEz polarization.

D. Thickness disorder

Here we consider the effects of thickness disorder. T
thickness of each layer of the stack is random, with the
erage thicknessh̄L51. In Fig. 6 we plot̂ ln T& as a function
of wavelength forEz polarization and for different values o
Qd . The solid line corresponds toQd50 and the dashed line
to Qd50.1d. From Fig. 6 we see that thickness disord
smooths the edges of both gaps while their depths decre

FIG. 5. Same as in Fig. 4, but forHz polarization.
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The oscillations of̂ ln T& in the vicinity of the edges of the
gaps are smeared out by disorder. As we increase the d
der toQd50.15d ~dotted line!, both gaps become wider an
diminish slightly in depth. The number of oscillations ne
the edges of the gaps are determined by the number of
layers in the stackNL , and as we increase the thickne
disorder we destroy the coherence between the multiply
flected waves in the stack, thereby leading to this ‘‘smoo
ing’’ effect.

Figure 7 is similar to Fig. 6, but forHz polarization. The
solid line corresponds to the ordered photonic crystalQd
50. For Qd50.1d, the edges of the gap again becom
smooth. The gap becomes slightly wider and some of
oscillations in the gap are smeared out. The very narr
transmission band atl'1.62d vanishes due to the disorde
As we increase the disorder toQd50.15d, the gap becomes
slightly wider and deeper. The randomness has little eff
on the first weak gap atl'2.7d23d. The effects of thick-
ness disorder on̂ln T& are greater forEz polarization than
for Hz polarization.

E. Effects of a combination of different types of strong
disorder

Here we examine the combined effects of the differe
types of strong disorder. As we have seen in Sec. III there
five parameters that can be disordered: refractive indicesnl ,
radii al , positionscl , thicknesseshL , and sliding param-
eterssL . The aim here is to find the combinations of disord

FIG. 6. Plot of^ ln T& versus wavelength forEz polarization for
Qd50 ~solid!, Qd50.1d ~dashed!, Qd50.15d ~dotted!. There are
NL510 layers in the stack. Other parameters are given in the t

FIG. 7. Same as in Fig. 6, but forHz polarization.
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PRE 62 5715EFFECTS OF GEOMETRIC AND REFRACTIVE INDEX . . .
that have the most effect on^ ln T&. We first consider all types
of disorder simultaneously, then we ‘‘switch them off’’ on
by one, then pair by pair, and so on, to determine the m
influential combinations of disorder. We are constrained
the amount of disorder when we disorder radii, positions,
thicknesses simultaneously because we must avoid the
inders overlapping.

From our calculations we conclude that refractive ind
disordernl and radius disorderal have the most influence o
^ ln T& for our parameters by considering the strong disord
In Fig. 8 we present the dependence of^ ln T& versus wave-
length forEz polarization, for a combination of strong diso
ders in which the refractive indicesnl , radii al and positions
cl of the cylinders and the thicknesses of the layershL are
random. The layers are also randomly slid in the transve
direction. The degrees of disorder of the refractive indic
radii, centers of cylinders, thicknesses, and sliding para
eters sL of layers are given byQn51.5, Qa50.1d, Qc

50.07, Qh50.05d, Qs50.5d, respectively. As can be see
the overall effect~solid line in Fig. 8! of the combined dis-
orders is achieved in the presence of just the refractive in
and radius disorder, whereas radius or refractive index
order alone or in combination with position, sliding, an
thickness disorders, is not sufficient. Such strong disor
has a pronounced effect on the band structure and the
are filled in by combinations of strong disorder.

Figure 9 represents the same cases as in Fig. 8, but foHz

polarization. The same conclusions can be drawn forHz po-
larization as forEz polarization: the combination of refrac
tive index and radius disorder alone is sufficient to have
most the same effect on̂ln T& as the combined effects of fiv
types of disorder. Such strong disorder again eliminates b
gaps, as in the case ofEz polarization. Thus for the param
eter ranges that we considered the effects of the positio
thickness, and sliding disorder is small compared to the c
tribution from the refractive index and radius disorder.

FIG. 8. Combination of strong disorder forEz polarization.
Dashed triple dotted line represents the case of no disorder
solid line corresponds to all parameters disordered at once, the
dashed line represents refractive index, radius, thickness, and
ing disorder, while the short dashed line is for refractive index a
radius disorder only. The dotted line represents the refractive in
and thickness disorder. There areNc510 cylinders per unit cell and
NL520 layers in the stack.
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IV. LOCALIZATION OF WAVES IN RANDOM PHOTONIC
CRYSTALS

Here we consider the localization of electromagne
waves in disordered photonic crystals and we also inve
gate the homogenization properties of strongly disorde
photonic crystals. When an electromagnetic wave propag
in a random medium, scattering can change the characte
wave transport from propagation to localization@21#. One of
the key parameters that characterizes localization phenom
is the localization lengthl * :

l *

d
52 lim

NL→`

2NL

^ ln T&
. ~2!

HereT is the transmittance of the stack,NL is the number of
layers in the stack, andhL5d is the thickness of each laye
The localization lengthl * characterizes the decay length
waves in the disordered medium. In numerical calculation
localization scaling lengthl is usually calculated using a fi
nite value forNL . It is shown in @23# that at long wave-
lengthsl incorporates Anderson localization and attenuat
due to Fabry-Perot reflections from the first and the last
terfaces of the stack. As the number of layers increasel
tends tol * @12#.

Long wavelength waves cannot resolve the structure
the photonic crystal and one can replace the photonic cry
with an equivalent medium of constant refractive index~ho-
mogenization!. In @12# we considered the transition from lo
calization to homogenization when the average refractive
dex of the inclusions equals that of the background med
nb . Here we consider the more difficult case in which t
ratio of the average refractive index of cylinders to that
the background isn̄/nb53, with nb51. Before investigating
localization and homogenization phenomena for the comp
case of multiple cylinders per unit cell it is important
understand these properties for the more straightforward
Nc51, which we treat here. This transition from localizatio
to homogenization in the long wavelength limit is consider
below for both polarizations.

Localization of electromagnetic waves in highly disordered
two-dimensional photonic crystals

A plane wave incident on a grating excites the orders
the grating with

he
ng
id-
d
x

FIG. 9. Same as in Fig. 8, but forHz polarization.
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5716 PRE 62A. A. ASATRYAN et al.
sinup5 sinu i1
l

d
p, ~3!

wherep is an integer. Forl/d.1 there is only one propa
gating order (p50). The scattering process is then det
mined by the symmetricS0

% and antisymmetricS0
* scattering

matrices of the grating, which are the solutions of the sc
tering problem for von Neumann and Dirichlet bounda
conditions, respectively~see@13# for details!. For normal in-
cidence, the symmetricS0

% and antisymmetricS0
* scattering

matrices of the grating, forp50, can be approximated as

S0
% 5 exp~ ikd!1

2 exp~ ikd/2!

ikd
D0

s , ~4!

S0
*52 exp~ ikd!1

4 exp~ ikd/2!

ikd
D1

a , ~5!

where

D0
s52

2i exp~ ikd/2!

S01 iM 0
, ~6!

D1
a5

2i exp~ ikd/2!

S01S21 iM 1
. ~7!

Here the monopoleD0
s and dipoleD1

a coefficients are the
solutions of the symmetric and antisymmetric Rayleigh id
tities ~see@13# for details!, and the boundary value coeffi
cientsM0 andM1 are given by

Mm
E5

nJm8 ~nka!Ym~ka!2Jm~nka!Ym8 ~ka!

nJm8 ~nka!Jm~ka!2Jm~nka!Jm8 ~ka!
, ~8!

Mm
H5

Jm8 ~nka!Ym~ka!2nJm~nka!Ym8 ~ka!

Jm8 ~nka!Jm~ka!2nJm~nka!Jm8 ~ka!
, ~9!

for Ez and Hz polarizations, respectively. HereJm(x) and
Ym(x) are themth order Bessel functions of the first an
second kind. Ifl/d.1, the lattice sumsS0 and S2 can be
approximated as

S05
2

kd
2

2i

p
ln

gkd

4p
2

i ~kd!2

4p3
, ~10!

S25
2

kd
2

4p i

3~kd!2
1

i

p
1

i ~kd!2

8p3
, ~11!

where g51.781 is the Euler constant@22#. We have seen
~Sec. III E! that disorder of the refractive indices and radii
cylinders have strong effects on the transmittance, and c
sequently on the localization properties~2!, of waves for the
set of parameters that we studied. Thus to study localizat
we consider for now just the combination of these two d
orders with

n5n̄1Qnd15n̄~11Qd1!, ~12!

a/d5ā1Qad25ā~11Qd2!, ~13!
-

t-

-

n-

n,
-

whered i are uniformly distributed random variables in th
range@21,1#, while Q is the amplitude of the disorders.

After substitution of Eqs.~6! and~7! into Eqs.~4! and~5!,
the reflectionr 1

0 and transmissiont1
0 coefficients giving the

amplitudes of the propagating orders of the grating can
written in the form

r 1
05

S0
% 1S0

*

2
52

2eikd

kd F 1

S01 iM 0
2

2

S01S21 iM 1
G ,

~14!

t1
05

S0
% 2S0

*

2
5eikd2

2eikd

kd F 1

S01 iM 0
1

2

S01S21 iM 1
G .
~15!

Note that the first term in the brackets in Eqs.~14! and ~15!
comes from the solution of the symmetric problem in t
monopole approximation, while the second term is the dip
approximation of the solution of the antisymmetric proble
The quantitiesM0 andM1 in Eq. ~15! are obtained from Eqs
~8! and ~9!, respectively, forEz and Hz polarization. The
localization scaling length~2! for one layer can be written in
the form

l

d
52

4

E
21

1 E
21

1

lnut1
0udd

, ~16!

wheret1
0(Q) is given by Eq.~15! andd is a two-component

vector d5(d1 ,d2). The transmission of a stack with tw
layers can be written as

t2L~Q!5
t1
0t2

0

12r 1
0r 2

0
, ~17!

wherer i
0(Q) and t i

0(Q) ( i 51,2) are given by Eqs.~14! and
~15!. After substitution of Eq.~17! into Eq. ~2!, the localiza-
tion length takes the form

l

d
52

1

1

8E21

1

lnut1
0udd1 2

1

32E21

1 E
21

1

lnu12r 1
0r 2

0udd1dd2

,

~18!

wheredd are two-component vectorsdd5(d1i ,d2i). The ex-
pressions~16! and~18! are the general equations that we w
use to describe the localization and homogenization for b
polarizations.

1. Localization and homogenization for Hz polarization

In Fig. 10 we plot the localization length’s dependence
wavelength for different numbersNL of layers in the stack.
We can see three distinct regions of behavior ofl: a plateau
regionl,3.5d, a transition region 3.5d,l,5d, and a long
wavelength regionl.5d. It is seen that the localization
length l for NL5100 andNL520 layer stacks are nearly th
same in the plateau and transition regionsl,5d. Thus edge
effects are not important and states are truly localized. T
sharp change in the localization length in the transition
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gion can be viewed as defining the edge of a random g
Thus the analytical description based on a single layer~16!
~see Fig. 10, short dashed line! gives a qualitative agreemen
with the numerical simulations for multiple layers, while
calculation based on two layers~18! is in excellent agree-
ment with the numerical calculation at short wavelengt
Since the one-layer model correctly predicts the position
the transition, it contains some of the essential physics
localization in this regime.

The localization lengthl is roughly the scale over which
the constant of diffusion renormalizes to zero due to co
plete destructive interference. The renormalized diffusion
efficient D̄(l) can be written in the form@21#

D̄~l!'D~l!2dD~l!, ~19!

where D(l) is the diffusion coefficient anddD(l) is the
renormalization correction due to scattering. These quant
for the two-dimensional case can be estimated as@21,24,25#

D~l!'
l3

Q2
, ~20!

dD~l!'l ln~Ll3!, ~21!

whereL is the sample size. The localization lengthl can be
estimated from Eq.~19! by settingD̄(l)50 and replacingL
by localization lengthl. We obtain

l

d
;c1

l3

d3
exp~c2l2/d2!, ~22!

where the coefficientc2;1/Q2. This implies that a plot of
ln(ld2/l3) versus (l/d)2 should be a straight line. We tes
this in Fig. 11~a!, in which our numerical results for six
different Q values are redrawn in this way. Indeed, a line
dependence can be discerned for 6d,l,25d; best fits to a
straight line are also indicated. In Fig. 11~b! we plot the
slopec2 of this linear dependence versusQ ~solid line!; error
bars are included. For strong disorder (Q.0.6), c2 scales as

FIG. 10. Localization length versus wavelength forNL5100
~long dashed line! and NL520 ~solid line!. The short dashed line
represents the localization length behaviorl based on Eq.~16!,
while the dotted line represents the localization length beha
based on Eq.~18!. The degree of disorder isQ50.5. Other param-
eters are given in the text.
p.

.
f

of

-
-

es

r

c2'1/Q2 @dashed line in Fig. 11~b!# in agreement with Eq.
~22!. This is reminiscent of amorphous semiconductors
which the slope of Urbach tails are proportional to the me
square displacement of atoms from their equilibrium po
tions @26#. For weak disorder (Q,0.6) the slopec2 scales as
c2'1/Q @dotted line in Fig. 11~b!#.

In the regionl.5d in which waves cannot resolve th
inclusions, the structure homogenizes. In@12# we found an
expression for the effective dielectric constant«eff for weak
randomness and multiple cylinders per unit cell. Here
calculate«eff for strong randomness. From Eq.~29! in @12#
we deduce that for one cylinder per unit cell and forHz
polarization,«eff for one layer can be written as

«eff511K 2 f

n211

n221
2

S2

p
fL , ~23!

where f 5pa2/d2 is the filling fraction and the refractive
indicesn and radiia of cylinders are given by Eqs.~12! and
~13!. HereS2 /p5p/3 for a single layer andS2 /p51 for an
infinite stack. Numerically we observe thatS2 /p tends to
unity ~i.e., not p/3) quickly as we increase the number
layers in the stack. Thus the homogenization is intrinsica
two-dimensional forNL>8.

After averaging Eq.~23! and taking into account stron
disorder,«eff takes the form for a single layer:

r

FIG. 11. ~a! Localization length versus wavelength for differe
degrees of disorder forHz polarization:Q50.6 ~dashed triple dot
line!, Q50.8 ~dashed dotted line!, Q51.0 ~dotted line!, Q51.2
~dashed line!, Q51.4 ~long dashed line!, Q51.6 ~solid line!. The
region of the linear dependence ofl on wavelength is in agreemen
with Eq. ~22!. ~b! Slopec2 of the linear dependence of the loca
ization lengthl versusQ.
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«eff511
2 f

n̄211

n̄221
2

p

3
f

1
2 f Q2

3

n̄4~11p f !112p f 1
2p

3
f n̄2~3n̄211!

~ n̄221!2F n̄211

n̄221
2

p

3
f G 3 ,

~24!

where f 5pā2/d2. In Fig. 12~a! ~solid line!, we plot local-
ization lengthl versus wavelength for randomnessQ50.5
with NL520. The same quantity is also shown for a slab
a dielectric with«eff ~dashed line!. Good agreement betwee
the two results implies that the random set of strongly dis
dered dielectric cylinders homogenizes to a dielectric s
with «eff given by Eq.~24! for l.60d.

In Fig. 12~b! we plot l /d as a function of wavelength fo
one layer. The solid line~curve A! represents the localizatio
length l calculated from Eq.~16! using Eq.~15!, the dashed
line ~curve B! corresponds to the case in which we calcul

FIG. 12. ~a! Dependence ofl /d on l/d ~solid line! for Hz po-
larization. The dashed line is the inverse of the transmittance
slab with effective dielectric constant«eff from Eq. ~24! and thick-
nessNLd with NL520. The degree of disorder isQ50.5. ~b! Lo-
calization lengthl versus wavelengthl for one layerNL51 calcu-
lated with both coefficients monopoleD0

s and dipoleD1
a ~curve A!.

Curve B is the same quantity calculated with only the monop
coefficientD0

s and curve C is calculated with only the dipole coe
ficient D1

a .
f

r-
b

e

l using only the dipole term~the second term! in Eq. ~15!,
while the dotted line~curve C! representsl calculated using
only the monopole solutionD0

a . It is seen that the homog
enization properties forHz polarization in the long wave-
length regionl/d.5 are determined by the dipole coeffi
cient D1

a from Eq. ~7! and, hence, by the solution of th
antisymmetric problem. As the wavelength decreases,
term involving the monopole coefficientD0

s from Eq. ~6!
becomes important and the localization properties are de
mined by both coefficientsD0

s andD1
a . The changeover from

localization to homogenization takes place at waveleng
for which D0

s'D1
a .

2. Localization and homogenization for Ez polarization

For Ez polarization we show that the localization prope
ties for a stack with an arbitrary number of layers can
deduced from those for a stack with two layers (NL52) as
will be seen below. In Fig. 13 we present numerical values
l /d versus wavelength for a stack withNL5100 layers~short
dashed line!, NL520 layers~solid line!, with the dotted line
representing the analytical prediction based on Eq.~18!. It is
seen that the localization lengthl /d for wavelengths 1.3d
,l,10d does not depend on the numberNL of the layers in
the stack. Thus waves with these wavelengths are locali
It is seen that the two-layer model based on Eq.~18! is in
satisfactory agreement with the numerical calculation
1.3d,l,10d.

In the limit of long wavelengths, the structure homo
enizes. From Eq.~21! of @12# ~see also@27#! and by taking
into account Eqs.~12! and ~13!, the effective dielectric con-
stant for a strongly disordered case for a single layer can
written as

^«eff&511^ f ~n221!&511 f S 11
Q2

3 D F n̄2S 11
Q2

3 D21G ,
~25!

a

e

FIG. 13. The numerically determined localization length vers
wavelength forNL5100 ~dashed line!, NL520 ~solid line! and the
dotted line represents the localization length behaviorl based on
Eq. ~18!. The degree of disorder isQ50.5. Other parameters ar
given in the text.
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wheref 5pā2/d2. In Fig. 14~a! we plot the inverse of̂ln T&
as a function of wavelength~solid line!. The dashed line
represents the same quantity for a slab with«eff given by Eq.
~25!. We can see the good agreement between the
curves, which implies that the strongly disordered photo
crystal homogenizes to a slab with«eff for l.60d. Figure
14~b! is the same as in Fig. 12~b!, but for Ez polarization.
The homogenization properties for long wavelength are n
determined by the monopole approximation given byD0

s . As
the wavelength decreases, the dipole coefficientD1

a in-
creases, leading to localization. This is the opposite ofHz

polarization, in which the termD1
a determines the homogen

zation andD0
s sets in leading to localization. It is seen~see

Fig. 13! that for Ez polarization we do not have a sha
transition from localization to homogenization at wav
lengths 3d,l,5d, as forHz polarization. Instead, the lo
calization length increases gradually for 6d,l,30d. The
localization length is only slightly dependent onNL in this
transition region.

V. CONCLUSION

We have studied the effects of the different types of d
order on the transmittance properties of two-dimensio
photonic crystals composed of circular cylinders. The effe
of the various types of disorder are

~1! Refractive index disorder. For small randomness,n̄

FIG. 14. Same as for Fig. 12, but forEz polarization.
o
c

w

-
l

ts

@Qn and Ez polarization, the refractive index disorder a
fects the longer wavelength part of the first photonic ba
gap. As we increase the number of the cylinders per unit
the width of the gap reduces slightly. We observed slig
oscillatory behavior of̂ ln T& for Ez polarization and small
randomness, while theHz polarization is very sensitive to th
randomness and even a small degree of randomness red
the depth of the band gap~see@12# for details!.

~2! Radius disorder.Even weak radius disorder induce
resonances in the gap for the case ofEz polarization. This
proves to be a whole-stack effect involving multiple refle
tions between first and last interfaces; it vanishes in
infinite-medium limit. As we increase the degree of disord
the band gaps fill in and eventually it becomes impossible
determine the position of the gaps from the transmiss
characteristics. In the case ofHz polarization^ ln T& is very
sensitive to the degree of disorder. Even a small amoun
disorder substantially increases^ ln T& in the band gaps.

~3! Positional disorder.Interestingly, positional disorde
in the cylinders centers mainly affects the first gap forEz

polarization and has little effect on the second. Again, dis
der induces the resonances in the first gap. The case oHz
polarization has similar characteristics to those seen for
dius disorder: even a small amount of disorder has a str
effect on ^ ln T&, which is substantially increased in ban
gaps. Sliding disorder has the weakest effect on^ ln T&, with
the gap slightly deepening for both polarizations as the
gree of the randomness is increased.

~4! Thickness disorder.Thickness disorder has a smoot
ing effect on^ ln T& for both polarizations, since the oscilla
tory behavior near the edges of the gaps is smeared out

~5! Combination of strong disorder.By considering the
disorder of all parameters at once we have seen that re
tive index and radius disorders have the most effects
^ ln T& for both polarizations for the parameters consider
Strong disorderQj;j̄ strongly effectŝ ln T&, and the infor-
mation about the positions of the gaps is lost.

In summary, the resonance behavior of^ ln T& takes place
for the case ofEz polarization and the radius, positional, an
refractive index disorders, although for the latter case
oscillations are less pronounced~see@12#!. All our calcula-
tions show that as we introduce a weak randomness of
refractive index, radius, or position of cylinders forEz po-
larization, the randomness sets in at the longer wavelen
part of the first gap through the resonancelike behavior
^ ln T&.

The case ofHz polarization is very sensitive to the degre
of disorder, whether we disorder refractive indices, radii,
positions. Even a small amount of disorder strongly affe
the transmittance.

Localization properties have shown that waves for b
polarizations are localized at wavelengths 1.3d,l,5d. An
analytical description of the localization length has also be
provided in terms of a quadrature. ForHz polarization it is
shown that the slope of the exponential coefficient of
localization length is proportional to the inverse of the squ
of randomness (Q22) for strong disorder and proportional t
(Q21) for weak disorder.

We have examined the transition from localization to h
mogenization that takes place for long wavelengths. We h
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shown that it is governed by the interplay between monop
and dipole terms in the local potential expansions. The ef
tive dielectric constants for strongly disordered photo
crystals have also been given for both polarizations. We a
showed numerically that the homogenization of the stron
disordered photonic crystals is intrinsically two-dimension
which indicates that the studied localization is also tw
dimensional.
tal
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